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ISOLOGIC COMPANY PROFILE 

Address 22 Picaroon Crescent, Sun Valley 7975, Cape Town, South Africa        

TEL 
+27(0)21 785 227  
+27(0)83 576 7936   

EMAIL office@isologic.co.za 

WEBSITES 
www.isologic.co.za   
www.iso-assist.co.za    

Director            Armin Schwarztrauber (German)   

External Lead Auditor  Wolfgang Huber (Austrian) 

BEE status BEE exempt - 100% BEE compliant Level 4 

Auditors             in2Tax, Parow, Cape Town 

 

Business Focus  

Implementation and internal auditing of ISO 9001, 13485, 16949, 14001, 22000, 27001, 45001,  

IATF 16949 and HACCP systems. 

 

Company Structure 

Armin Schwarztrauber    Director, Marketing & Implementations nationwide 

Eugene van der Watt         Implementations in Cape Town 

Ingrid Painczyk Implementations in Cape Town 

Tim Swart              Implementations in Gauteng 

Venesh Nanthalall Implementations in Gauteng 

Andre Barnarde 
Lead Auditor and implementation of specialised ISO systems in various 

Industries 

Raynard vd Westhuizen   Implementations in KZN 

Marcus Sundboom       Implementations in Sweden 

Pamela Grant           Administration Manager  

Jarron Futter            Website Administration  

 

Black Grape Trust t/a ISOLOGIC  
Trust Reg. Nr IT3174/2008.  
VAT Nr. 4060295963 
22 Picaroon Crescent    
Sun Valley, 7975    
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Business Profile 

ISOLOGIC was started in 1999 in response to the growing need industries had for a simple, cost-

effective and sustainable way to implement ISO Management Systems. Existing implementation 

systems were too complicated, burdensome, and impractical in the demanding and 

competitive world of business. Yet every company wants happy customers while being able to 

monitor processes, identify gaps, reduce costs and continuously improve their systems, services 

and products. 

To that end, ISOLOGIC has assisted more than 700 companies in Southern Africa to obtain ISO 

standard certification with a 100% success rate. 

Key Processes 

A free presentation of our services outlines how and when such implementation can occur and 

what investment is required. 

On request we offer pre-implementation GAP analysis. Generally this is included in our standard 

implementation process. 

We ensure not only adequate training of all relevant personnel, but particular attention is equally 

given to their motivation. Only when there is buy-in from all relevant staff can a system flourish.  

Our implementation encompasses the preparation for the external Certification audit.  

Depending on the size of a company and the industry, implementation usually takes place over a 

period of 6-8 weeks but can be done faster if required.  

In large companies or specialised Industries it will take longer. 

Why use ISOLOGIC? 

We have over many years developed a unique method to implement ISO systems.   

Particularly in SME’s our approach considers their constraints as far as time and resources are 

concerned.  

Paperwork is kept to an absolute minimum and emphasis is put on the practical application of 

the standard in your company. Our method of implementation ensures that your ISO system will 

be easy to maintain and enjoyable since it will show tangible evidence of continuous 

improvement. We pride ourselves to have a profound understanding on how ISO systems are to 

be implemented in a company so that the system serves the company and not the company 

the system.  

Emphasis is not only on the WHAT and HOW but also the WHY. Only when people understand 

why they should use the aspects of an ISO system will one get the necessary buy-in. We therefore 

put considerable effort into motivating all relevant stakeholders. 

  Our USP 
 

We implement ISO systems in a fast and efficient way that is affordable and   

uncomplicated, with minimum level of intrusiveness and maximum level of rewards. 
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Major Clients 

HISENSE SOUTH AFRICA  VIRGIN ACTIVE SOUTH AFRICA 

ACCIONA ENERGY  PESCA NOVA 

I & J - IRVIN & JOHNSON LIMITED  SAOGA - South African Oil & Gas Alliance 

VULCAN STEEL MANUFACTURING  TRIZ ENGINEERING 

SOUTHERN WIND SHIPYARDS  CIPLA 

OSC MARINE AFRICA  DAMEN SHIPYARDS 

NOVAMARINE  POWER TRANSFORMERS 

PALIAN Racklock  AND MANY MORE…………….. 

 

What our clients say 

 

ISOLOGIC offered a cost-effective way of aligning our business to the standard. Their expertise 

ensured that we achieved our target on time.  With ISO 9001:2015 Certification, we are better 

equipped for customer service through consistent processes as well as traceability.  

VULCAN STEEL  
 

ISOLOGIC allowed us to implement an effective QMS that was user-friendly and, through Armin’s 

excellent support, it ensured we were well prepared for our external audit.  We have already seen 

areas we need to work on in order to maintain our quality standard to our clients. 

The system we were trying to develop was complicated, and required a monumental amount of 

work. With ISOLOGIC, the Quality Manual and Work Instructions were easily adapted to our needs 

without affecting the quality of the output data.  

 BE-SAFE PARAMEDICAL 
 

I can recommend ISOLOGIC as a company with a solid track record. ISOLOGIC’S’s approach was 

thorough and principle-based. Their implementation was simple enough for all our departments to 

understand - a remarkable feat. We have been audited and received our compliance certificate. 

COLUMBUS CLEANING SOLUTIONS 

 

 

Many more references can be found on our websites:  

www.isologic.co.za and www.iso-assist.co.za. 

Alternatively please contact Pamela Grant at our head office on  

Cell 082 339 2058 or via email office@isologic.co.za 

http://www.iso-assist.co.za/

